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INTRODUCING OUR MOST ADVANCED CAVITY TREATMENT
HALT CAVITY WITH BROADSTAT
Cavity treatment can be a relatively simple procedure . . . until it isn’t. When problems arise, it seems
that a solution is difficult to find. Purging, distention, odor, all point to incomplete preservation
or a resistant microorganism.
For these reasons, the Dodge chemists have created Halt Cavity with Broadstat. Halt Cavity combines
the properties of the world’s bestselling cavity chemical with Broadstat, Dodge’s proprietary disinfectant
blend, proven to kill gas producing microorganisms. Halt Cavity provides you with the ultimate
‘double-barreled’ answer for problematic cavities.
With firming properties far surpassing its 21 index, Halt Cavity employs a pleasant scent to reduce
formaldehyde odor. With the inclusion of Broadstat for gas elimination and drying agents to reduce
residual moisture, Halt Cavity may become your cavity chemical of choice for all cases.
Especially effective for these cases:
Septic · Gas-producing · Drowning · Decomposition

· Index 21
· Use 16 oz. in both the thoracic and
abdominal cavities
For Professional
Embalming Use Only

· Highly firming
· Eliminates gas production
· Greatly reduces liquid
remaining in cavity
· Apple-scented to reduce
formaldehyde or
decomposition odors

Case of 24 (16 oz. Bottle)
Catalog No.: 245001
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Can I Get
a Show of
Hands?
By Matt Black

From the time we are born until we depart ‘this
mortal coil’ our bodies never stop changing. And
even then, change continues. When one is young,
the anticipation of growing older seems to make the
process take forever. In our later years, we reach a
point where the changes are happening frighteningly
fast and we wonder how to slow them down. As
we reach those mature years, our skin cells divide
more slowly, and our skin thins, resulting in reduced
moisture retention and less elasticity.
The tissue on the backs of our hands starts
to become more fragile and we lose a layer of fat
The Dodge Magazine

that protects skin from the bumps and bruises of
everyday use. The skin’s ability to heal and repair
itself diminishes and slows. The small blood vessels
become fragile, especially on the back of the hands.
One’s “Golden Years” frequently bring an
increased use of blood thinners. Unfortunately, this
increased use of anti-coagulant medication results in
a greater occurrence of bruising and discoloration
in mature tissue. Many medications, including
aspirin, various blood thinners, and antibiotics, cause
thinning of the blood and diminished clotting ability.
As a result, slight bumps may cause capillary damage
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which causes significant bruising. Additionally, topical
and systemic corticosteroid use can cause the skin to
become increasingly fragile, resulting in unsightly
damage.
Thin skin is particularly susceptible to trauma
resulting from everything from routine bumps to
medical interventions.
Unfortunately for the embalmer, the back
of the hand is a frequent site for the placement of
intravenous lines during medical procedures. All too
commonly, this placement results in an ecchymosis or
hematoma (bruising).The removal of the intravenous
line after death will often cause blood to enter the
interstitial tissue surrounding this small puncture
site. Any needle puncture site in the tissue (skin) is
at risk of distention and swelling, as well as staining
and discoloration, during embalming, from blood
entering interstitial tissue space outside the normal
vascular system.
These areas frequently do not clear with normal
arterial injection. To test if the bruised tissue is a
post-mortem discoloration that can be expected to
clear during arterial injection, or a post-mortem
stain that will not, simply apply digital pressure to
the bruised tissue. If the area around the pressure
application lightens and the blood moves, you have
a post-mortem discoloration also known as Livor
Mortis and clearing can be expected. If the blood
remains and is immovable you have a post-mortem
stain which will not be removed by arterial injection.
Stained tissue, combined with a lack of
embalming chemicals reaching that tissue, result in
greater difficulty in removing the discoloration. So,
how can the effects of staining be negated, allowing
for an easier and more effective cosmetic application?
One of the most effective techniques to help
alleviate these stained/discolored tissue (bruise)
areas is a pre-embalming bleaching treatment using
Basic Dryene or Dryene II. Pre-embalming treatment
is recommended because regular arterial injection
could preserve and fixate the blood within the bruise
and surrounding tissue. If this blood becomes fixated
in these areas, a formaldehyde reaction with the
hemoglobin in the blood could cause methemoglobin
and the discoloration will become darker and more
intense. This fixation effect from embalming fluid
will inhibit the true abilities of the bleaching action of
Basic Dryene or Dryene II. Employing this bleaching
procedure after embalming is generally less effective
and can inhibit the ability to achieve a natural
cosmetic effect.
In addition, a large ecchymosis often prevents
adequate amounts of arterial injection chemicals
from reaching these bruised areas. This leads to
unpreserved tissue in the bruised area, allowing
continued darkening of the tissue and the start of
decomposition. Injecting Basic Dryene or Dryene II
in a fan like manner into the stained areas will result
in dramatically lighter tissue. While the lightened
tissue may not have a beautiful, flesh like appearance,
it will provide a more cosmetic friendly canvas.
For those unfamiliar with the bleaching
chemicals, Basic Dryene is a phenol-based bleaching
and cauterant chemical. Dryene II is a non-phenol-

based bleaching and cauterant chemical offering the
advantage of bleaching without the pungent odor
given off by Basic Dryene. The choice is a matter of
personal preference. Basic Dryene and Dryene II are
highly effective chemicals that will bleach discolored
tissue but there are differences to consider when
choosing a chemical treatment.
Phenol is the primary chemical used in most
cauterant and bleaching chemicals on today’s
mortuary market including Basic Dryene, however
it is toxic and corrosive. Phenol containing products
should never be sprayed as an aerosol.
The advantage of Dryene II is that it’s a phenolfree-based cauterant and bleaching agent. There is
no odor, unlike a typical phenol-based cauterant and
bleaching agent, and it is not toxic. Anyone who has
spent any time around the prep room is familiar with
the distinctive odor of phenol products.
Basic Dryene and Dryene II both bleach,
preserve, cauterize, and dry the tissue. When
either product is applied with care, tissue that was
discolored will become lighter in appearance due to
the bleaching effects of these powerful chemicals.
Without exception, it will be easier to cosmetize
lighter, bleached tissue than the dark, discolored
tissue.
To help moderate the whitening effect of these
bleaching treatments add a few drops of Icterine dye
to your choice of Dryene products. The dye in this
injection will give the bleached area more pink color.
It is easier to cover pink tissue than white tissue with
your cosmetic treatment.
Regardless of your chemical choice, here are
some suggestions for the bleaching procedure:
• Employ a small syringe and small gauge needle
for your injection.
• Cover the area around the stained tissue (bruise)
with a protective layer of Kalon Massage Cream.
This added protection will prevent the unwanted
bleaching of surrounding tissue.
• Enter the skin keeping the small gauge needle as
superficial as possible. Enter the stained tissue at
its furthest point and inject slowly in a fan like
manner. Be careful not to overfill the discolored
tissue area. If the tissue distends slightly, apply
light digital pressure to disperse any excess
chemical.
• Use care when removing the small gauge
needle to avoid any leakage of the chemical to
the surrounding area. The protective layer of
Kalon Massage Cream should prevent unwanted
bleaching in the event of leakage.
• On severe discoloration the injection procedure
can be repeated, if necessary.
Another complication, frequently encountered
in combination with bruising and swelling from
medical procedures and devices, is large indentations
in the hands and wrists resulting from the hospital
or nursing home tying the hands together. Medical
devices left in can also cause these issues. If this
happens to you, a communication with the hospital
or nursing home facility about their protocol on this
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procedure can help.
A simple yet effective technique for treating
these indents in the hands prior to embalming
is to apply a pack of Webril towel saturated with
Restorative which is a humectant injection chemical.
A routine spray application of Restorative on the
entire hands once you have finished washing and
disinfecting can help overcome a host of issues.
Place a pack of Restorative on the indents and inject
bleaching treatment to bruised areas. A large indent
can be treated post-embalming with Feature Builder.
A bruised and severely indented hand will have a
significantly negative effect on one’s ability to present
a pleasant appearance for viewing. Treat the worst
condition first. This is matter for the embalmer’s
discretion. The best results are a product of a logical,
step-by-step plan, starting with a thorough preembalming analysis, that will achieve the desired
outcomes.
A negative side effect of bleaching treatments is
the tendency for the treated area to become overly
firm due to the cauterizing/drying effect of the
chemical. A simple fix can be accomplished after
the bleaching is finished. With a syringe and a small
gauge needle, inject a small amount of Restorative
into the area. Restorative has the ability to stabilize
the dehydration of these bruises. Hypodermic
treatments using Restorative will modify demand for
cosmetics in achieving a natural presentation.
Failure to properly address and treat these
skin discolorations and bruises will, without
question, result in darkened tissue, skin slip, and
decomposition, and more work in the long run. The
heavier cosmetic application demanded by these
issues will be more difficult to apply and result in a
less natural appearance.
Some funeral directors/embalmers resist
stocking bleaching and cauterant products like
Dryene in the prep room because, “We don’t need
them that often.” But when the need is there, oh
boy, you want them. Dryene products are the most
effective compounds available for bleaching from
within the bruised tissue or topically as a surface
pack, especially when the pack is applied prior to
embalming.
From my own experience and having spoken
with scores of embalmers, I feel that a hypodermic
bleaching injection is a more effective bleaching
treatment than surface packs. A common complaint I
hear is that surface bleaching packs will alter the skin
surface and dehydrate the tissue. A surface pack will
affect the application of cosmetics and the natural
appearance of the hands, but it can still be an effective
tool in your preparation and cosmetic work.

The bleaching from a surface pack results from
the osmotic action of the skin, allowing the chemical
to penetrate. However, while the tissue is porous,
the skin itself presents a barrier to the absorption of
the bleaching agent, in effect, a wall protecting the
discoloration. Conversely, an injection works from
within the tissue of the bruise.
The severity and condition of the bruise
will dictate the time needed for effective surface
treatment. The surface pack may need to be applied
for hours.This pack can be cotton or Webril saturated
with a bleaching product.
To summarize some key points:
• The area around the bruise should be conditioned
with Kalon Massage Cream to prevent unwanted
bleaching of normal tissue.
• After enough time is allowed, the tissue should
appear significantly lighter in color.
• The pack should be covered to prevent
evaporation of the chemical and odor and
chemical exposure.
• A bleaching pack can be used as a post-embalming
bleaching treatment, but it’s not as effective as a
pre-embalming bleaching treatment.
• A great way to overcome the skin barrier of the
bruised tissue is to manipulate the tissue to allow
greater chemical penetration.Take a small gauge
needle and puncture the skin with the needle
and channel the chemical in a fan like manner
into the bruised tissue.This should allow a better
penetration of the topical bleaching agent into
the stained or discolored tissue.
A method that works well is a combination of
both techniques, first using a hypodermic injection
and then placing a surface pack on the bruise, all
prior to embalming.
Without a doubt, the “set it and forget it” aspect
of the surface pack has a certain appeal. One can apply
the pack, wrap it, and go off to handle any number
of issues that may be demanding one’s time. Though
generally not as effective as hypodermic injection of
the bleaching agent, there is still an advantage because
it’s easier to cosmetize lighter, bleached tissue than
the dark discolored tissue.
After topical bleaching is complete, a technique
for overcoming the whitening effect is to add a few
drops of Icterine dye and Proflow on saturated Webril
and cover the bleached tissue topically. The Icterine
dye, combined with the surfactant-like properties of
Proflow, will help with topical osmotic absorption
into the bleached area and stain the tissue a pinker
hue, lessening the whitening effect. By adding a
touch of pink hue to the tissue we raise the quality of
the cosmetic application significantly.
Bruises and discoloration of the hands should be
of major concern to every practitioner who wants
to provide top shelf care to the deceased and their
families. “It’s good enough” is a mindset that has
no place in the challenging environment where we
practice the funeral trade today. Adopting a protocol
in your business that addresses the importance of the
“details” will pay huge dividends in the long run.
So now, “Can I Get A Show of Hands?”

Matt Black has been a licensed funeral director
and embalmer in the State of Pennsylvania
for over 20 years. He represents The Dodge
Company in Central and Western Pennsylvania.
In addition to being a graduate of the Pittsburgh
Institute of Science, Matt also holds degrees
in Bio-Medical Engineering Technology and
Industrial Management.
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There Is No
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By Dennis Daulton
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One of the most informative articles ever published
in this magazine, in my opinion, was by our former
colleague, good friend, and retired Dodge rep, Bill
Martin. In the Fall 2013 issue he wrote the article,
Embalming Using Elevated Pressure and Lower Flow with
Pulsation. It is available for registered webstore users
under the technical section at shop.dodgeco.com.
Whenever a Dodge representative knocks on
your door our purpose is to help, not simply to
write an order. It is not all about the company. It’s all
about the profession, caring for the dead, and serving
families. You can also contact our office during
business hours and talk directly with a qualified
embalmer…one who most likely has experienced
what you are facing.
I remember receiving three calls on the same day
several years ago concerning mysterious brown spots
on the face of the deceased. As reported, they showed
up a day or two after the arterial injection. The calls
came from Kansas, Michigan, and New Hampshire.
Two embalmers were using Dodge chemicals. One
was not. Yes, we help everyone who calls, regardless
of who they buy from. All three embalmers believed
the cause of the brown spotting was from the arterial
chemical “burning” the tissue.
Although they were all using an adequate
solution, once I learned of their similar embalming
techniques, it was evident that the problem was

simply caused by insufficient chemicals reaching the
tissues. This was a mechanical issue, not a chemical
issue. The embalming chemicals did not realize total
penetration, thus thorough preservation was not
accomplished. Dehydration evolved after a day or so
because of the water and normal fluids still present in
the cells. The brown spots or leatherized tissue was
the end result.
Embalming solution injected into the circulatory
system will take the path of least resistance. Like
water coming down the side of a mountain, it will
find the easiest course to travel. In order to build up
sufficient pressure to overcome clots and penetrate
troublesome areas which would otherwise be
bypassed, one should periodically close the vein used
for drainage. If difficult to reach areas are bypassed,
the result is incomplete penetration of the tissue. The
arterial chemical must totally bathe the cells in order
to completely denature and coagulate the protein.
The brown spots, or what some mistake as “burning,”
are a sure sign of incomplete penetration. Does this
make sense? I suggested the following techniques to
all three callers:
• Use a small-bore arterial tube (3/16” or 1/8”).
If you place your finger partially over the end
of a garden hose, the water coming out will
squirt further. The same principle works during
the embalming process using a smaller diameter
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cannula.We recommend high pressure and a low
rate-of-flow. (Read Bill’s article). My definition
of correct pressure and flow is that which will
overcome resistance but does not cause swelling.
Years ago, many years ago, eight ounces of
arterial chemical per gallon seemed to work.
But this was before the delays in embalming
we encounter today, and the fact that many
people are on some type of drug(s) which
impedes and challenges the embalming process.
Today I would recommend using no less than
12-16 ounces per gallon of an arterial chemical
with equal parts of a co-injection (Proflow or
Metaflow), and a water conditioner (Rectifiant).
For edematous cases, Edemaco should be used.
For non-edematous cases I add 16 ounces of
Restorative to a two gallon solution and more if
the case is emaciated.Two of the embalmers who
called on the day in question actually reduced
the arterial chemical they were using to four
ounces per gallon because they assumed they
were “burning” the body. This almost negligible
amount of arterial chemical only allowed a
whisper of hope for adequate preservation. Both
agreed that the problem became worse with the
reduced concentration.
Rigor mortis can restrict distribution. Break up
rigor in the face and neck by gently manipulating
the head from side to side, by shaving, and by
applying an emollient cream to the face with
a brush after the features are set and prior to
injection. Also, tap gently on the delicate tissues
covering the cheek bones, chin, etc., while
injecting. Use the tips of your fingers to tap.
Never rub these areas as it will cause swelling.
Never use low pressure to inject away from the
head. One embalmer I talked to was using four
pounds of pressure injecting from the femoral
and not employing intermittent drainage. He
was seeing superficial clearing in the face, but
blood in the deeper veins was not evacuated. The
chemical never reached the cells and dehydration
was the end result a day or so later.
Use intermittent drainage, especially during
the last gallon. How often have we injected the
first gallon and quickly began to see chemical
return? Erroneously thinking that the blood has
been totally evacuated, many folks just continue
on without massaging or using intermittent
drainage. You’ll be amazed how much rich red
blood can be removed during the injection of
the second or more gallon when the drain tube
is closed periodically. This is proof that the
chemical had taken the path of least resistance.
When blood and natural body fluids remain in the
tissue instead of the tissue receiving an adequate
arterial solution, the result will be browning
of the tissue which is the opposite of “burning.”
It is impossible to “burn” tissue using Dodge
chemicals. We have routinely embalmed bodies
using a waterless solution at our embalming
seminars and clinics, and during our PowerPoint
programs. Hundreds of progressive embalmers
around the country have been using waterless

embalming on every case for many decades
now, as do medical schools on body donations
for research using our Anatomical Mixture. I
am not advocating waterless embalming, but
merely explaining that using a solution without
water will do no harm as some think it might.
Remember that water is the largest co-injection
and is the largest culprit in the embalming
process. Speak to your Dodge rep about us
testing your water at no cost.
• Turn the arterial tube towards the head for the
last quart and inject with low flow. Pinch the vein
periodically with forceps while injecting up after
you see the first sign of chemical return.You will
be amazed how much rich, red blood will be
evacuated. I’ve also seen some large blood clots
removed from the head using this method.
The late Don Sawyer, Bills Martin’s mentor,
a former Dodge rep, embalming presenter, and
author of numerous articles in the magazine once
wrote, “Although dehydration is one of the most
commonly encountered problems, it can often be
one of the simplest to diagnose and correct.” I asked
all three of the embalmers who called to try the
recommendations given on the next six or more cases
and to call me back with their results. Each did get
back to me which I greatly appreciated.They reported
that their problem was corrected. Don Sawyer was
right. He always was!
Our challenge in the embalming room is to
respectfully care for the deceased, remembering that
this is someone’s loved one (yours or mine), and to
properly disinfect and preserve the remains. Better
health care, advanced experimental medications, and
longer life spans are all to the good in most respects,
but the end result is that funeral professionals face
greater challenges in giving families back their dead
in a presentable manner.
If the viewing is not a positive one there is seldom
a second chance the next time a family experiences a
death. The end result often becomes no embalming
and no viewing, “direct cremation” or burial, and the
dead are not present at their own funeral.
Having performed embalming for well over five
decades I find it almost unbelievable how much the
human body can deteriorate prior to death. Add to
that the postmortem changes, delays in embalming,
medications, etc., and it all amounts to challenges we
have never experienced before.
Proper embalming techniques, the use of proven
and reliable chemicals, along with correct dilutions,
pressure and flow are demanded of us today since
the difficult case has now become the normal or
routine case.
I hope you will find this information helpful.
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Dennis divides his time working in his Dodge
sales territory in northeastern Massachusetts,
and being in the office manning the technical
support line, along with helping out with
customer service.
Dennis Daulton
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Anatomical Embalming
By Adam Rogalsky

use for closing the mouth? Are there dentures? Has
the family provided a picture? These questions have
been drilled into our brains and enable us to do the
best job we can to create the best possible results to
allow the family to grieve and have closure.
These are just the first steps that we take prior
to even making the chemical selections that best fit
the case. Are we going to need to do a pre-injection?
Will we need to use a humectant additive to
counteract dehydration? What about edema? How
are we going to reverse those effects? How long
will the body be at the funeral home? For those in
rural areas…will there be a spring interment? All
of these questions have answers which are essential
to a successful embalming procedure.

“The art of embalming” is a phrase commonly used
in our profession among peers and colleagues.
Through the eyes of the consumer and the general
public it is perceived as a mysterious procedure.
As funeral professionals, we all know it is defined
as the full disinfection and preservation of human
remains for funeral related purposes.
What is the first thing that crosses your mind
when you un-shroud the body in the prep room
and begin your case analysis? After looking at
the medical report to check the cause of death
and educate myself whether or not the remains
contain any communicable diseases or pathogens,
I commonly think to myself, how am I going to
approach setting the features? What method will I
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Other professions approach embalming from
different angles. Not that there is a long list of fields
that perform embalming, but in the field of medical
science embalming is performed for the purpose of
studying human anatomy and providing education
to the next generation of surgeons and specialists.
The bodies being embalmed are all of individuals
who have donated their bodies to science. The
questions that I iterated in the previous paragraph
rarely apply. The main focus at the anatomy facility
is to preserve the human remains, to the best of
their ability, using the products they are mandated
to use. Following the embalming, the bodies are
designated to a specific department of study,
depending on what is required by the educational
facility at that specific time. Rarely are features set.
Embalming is approached only for the purpose of
preservation. It’s not looked at as an “art,” rather
as a procedure to prepare the body for what is
to follow.
Embalming solutions vary, depending on what
the body is being used for. A couple of examples
are for dissection and for practical learning. Keep
in mind that these donors are kept at the university
for up to ten years. They are embalmed and may
be stored for a year in a “temperature controlled”
room before being dissected for study. Certain
universities will use up to almost six gallons of a
highly concentrated mixture for one embalming
procedure. Some of the terms one may hear used
in these facilities are “hard fix” and “soft fix.” “Hard
fix” solutions are used on donors that will be
dissected. “Soft fix” formulas are used for donors
being used for surgical practice and practical
education.
Universities from coast-to-coast in Canada
all use different solutions and chemicals.
Some use raw materials such as methanol,
phenol, and formaldehyde. Others use standard
embalming chemicals such as Metasyn or
Introfiant or our anatomical embalming chemical,
Dodge Anatomical Fixative. What I can say for sure
is that all of them of which I am familiar use a pre/
co-injection product to ensure proper and
thorough distribution of the primary preservative
they are using.
One of the things I’ve learned about the
raw compound solutions while working with the
prosectors at a university in the Golden Horseshoe
area of Ontario is that with very little use of water,
meaning no dilution, these chemicals were barely
achieving any distribution even at the highest
pressure settings. Phenol, as we know, is a class 1
carcinogen and a fast-acting cauterant mainly used
for bleaching and drying tissue. Try to imagine
how it effects all of the vascular system if it’s being
injected via the common carotid artery, cauterizing
vessels before even getting as far as the atrium of
the heart, the hub of the vascular system.
One thing I need to point out is that the folks
at this facility didn’t have the training, or the
experience, to know that the vascular system needed
to be conditioned prior to injecting this particular

solution. The use of pre-injection products is vital
in order to achieve effective results. Whether it is
being used as a pre or co-injection formula, the
preservative requires a product to help it to do its
job. I like to use the analogy of chess. If there were
no pawns to move the primary pieces across the
board, those primary pieces would not be able to
sustain victory. For those of you that understand
chess, think of the knight, bishop, and rook as
the arterial preservative. Without the pawn (pre/
coinjection) to move them forward, they would
stand still and fail to do their job.
As we worked together at their facility we
learned that four bottles of Proflow and four
bottles of Rectifiant when used as a pre-injection
was the answer to achieving distribution. I’m not
saying that this amount is required for an 18 or even
a 30 index arterial chemical, but without it, the
arterial will never perform the way it’s designed
to. Superficial vessels could be left unembalmed,
resulting in failed embalming. If we think about
it, human remains are being kept at the funeral
home for sometimes one, two, three weeks before
the service or visitation commences. That’s not
including the cases that are kept for spring burial
for those who reside in rural areas.
Here’s a look at the formulas that are being
used at select universities across Canada…..
Standard Embalming Formula (Hard-Fix)
Chemical
Dettol
Phenol
Formaldehyde
Ethanol
Glycerin
Sodium Acetate
Water
Total

Volume
0.75 L
0.8 L
1.5 L
14 L
2L
500 gm
2L
21.05 L

% Concentration
100
100
37
95
100

% of Total Solution
3.56
3.80
2.64
63.2
9.5
9.5

Surgical Skills Embalming Formula (Soft-Fix)
Chemical
Phenol
Ethanol
Glycerin
Water
Total

Volume
1.8 L
8L
4L
8L
21.8 L

% Concentration
100
95
100

% of Total Solution
8.26
34.86
18.35
36.69

As you can see, there are two different
formulas. The hard-fix formula is used on donors
that are being dissected for study, and the soft-fix
is used for practical education. When you look at
the chart you can see that formaldehyde is used in
the hard-fix solution. It is the main preservative.
None is used in the soft-fix solution because the
tissue needs to be pliable for practical education
for prospective surgeons. The use of formaldehyde
would alter the texture and elasticity of muscle
tissue and would not provide a realistic experience
for students. Also, we need to keep in mind that
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the level of fumes should be minimal. Once the
donors have been used for surgical practice they
are cremated and the remains are returned to the
family.
Dodge U.S. has a soft-tissue protocol that
is being used in several U.S. universities. The
embalming process which uses Freedom Art will
yield soft tissue and structural tissue which is
similar in texture and flexibility to non-embalmed
or “fresh-frozen” tissue.

that funeral directors can relate to on a personal
and professional level. Much like taking a death
call at the funeral home, the same series of events
occur at the university. The family will come in and
sign the necessary documents for cremation and
the release forms. At the time of the embalming
it is uncertain how long the body will remain at
the facility, but the family of the donor is allowed
full disclosure if they chose to know whether or
not the donor is still in the care of the anatomical
department. Following the duration of the donor’s
term, the donor is cremated and the cremated
remains are returned to the family.
As we look at the history of our profession
and the history of embalming, we can see that it
is evolving. It has evolved before, and I’m sure
many would agree with me that we are right in
the eye of another evolutional storm. We aren’t
embalming nearly as much as we did fifteen to
twenty years ago, and our profession is seeing a
major shift in the choices families are making for
funeral arrangements. This may not be the case
for all cultures or demographical pockets, but
as a Canadian in southwestern Ontario, I see it
happening.
From an anatomical perspective, embalming
is very much a necessity for the obvious reasons
mentioned above. Some of these embalmers are
licensed funeral directors and others are medical
practitioners. Given the fact that these cadavers
are being embalmed for educational and practical
purposes and the individuals having donated their
bodies to science, there aren’t any legal implications
that arise due to the fact that these bodies are not
being embalmed for funeral related purposes.
People are donating their bodies to science
more now than ever before. Some institutions are
embalming hundreds of donors every single year.
I guess you could say that the medical profession
is seeing an evolutional shift just as we are in our
profession. The common denominators are the
same in funeral service as they are in medical
science. The only real difference is that funeral
directors have a different motive in mind when they
approach the embalming table than an anatomical
prosector.The end result remains the same. Families
are making arrangements for their loved ones and
at their loved one’s request, sometimes whether
they like their final wishes or not. At the end of
the day, funeral director or medical professional,
we all understand the importance of what we do
and stay true to our oath as professionals to provide
dignified services and uncompromising service to
the families we serve.

Dodge Soft-Tissue Protocol
Body weighing 200 lbs. or less:

Body weighing 200 lbs. or more,
for each additional 50 lbs. add:
1 - 120 oz. jug, Freedom Art ND (No Dye) 24 oz., Freedom Art ND (No Dye)
3 - 16 oz. bottles, Proflow
1 - 16 oz. bottle, Proflow
1 - 16 oz. bottle, Rectifiant
1 - 16 oz. bottle, Rectifiant
1 - 16 oz. bottle, Halt GX
8 oz., Halt GX
Enough water to make a 2-gal. solution

I don’t have any experience embalming a
donor with a soft-fix solution but I have had the
opportunity to use a hard-fix solution on a couple
of occasions. Normally in a funeral home the
maximum volume used for embalming is three
gallons. It is rare for the embalmer to need any
more. When embalming a donor that is being used
for dissection the minimum amount is five gallons.
Try to imagine what happens to a body when that
high a volume is used.You can only fill the vascular
system with so much fluid before it starts to swell.
The intensity of the raw materials also sears and
cauterizes the vascular system. The difference
between funeral home and anatomical embalming
is that swelling and searing the vascular system are
not concerns. The main concern here is preserving
the remains for ten years, which is why we are
using up to six gallons of preservative.
Another question that might arise during the
process is how are the remains to be kept for ten
years? For those of you who have been involved in
a disinterment of human remains that have been
interred for longer than, say, five years, you will
notice that there is some sort of decomposition.
Maybe there is slight mummification or, to the
contrary, desquamation or skin slip with the
appearance of a “melting” look. The six gallon hard
fix solution results in over-embalming, to the point
of the swelling of the entire body. Once dissection
has been performed the extremities are saturated
in a diluted phenol solution to keep the muscle
tissue preserved and intact. It also provides a dry
surface for students to study the motion of tendons,
cartilage, and other necessary motor functions that
allow human beings to move the way we do. All of
these steps are necessary and although we might
not think in our profession that they are, we have
to remember that we’re not holding post-mortem
human remains at the facility for a decade.
Is there any correspondence between the
anatomical division and the family of the donor?
Yes, there is. This particular practice is one event
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Adam has been a licensed funeral director
for 15 years and is the Vice President of Sales
and Marketing at Dodge Canada and a Sales
Representative in Southwestern ON, Canada.
Over the years he has done continuing education
for many regional and national associations.
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Let It Be Good
By Deborah Schlottman

As I continued
applying the
cosmetics to
her mother, my
friend’s mood
began to change
from solemn to
cheerful. Her
mother was
transforming right
before her eyes.

The Dodge Magazine

I recently was asked by a friend to do the hair and
cosmetics of her dear mother who had passed away.
Her mother had lived a full life and was one of the
sweetest women I knew. Not only was she sweet,
but she was stunningly beautiful. She lived to be 89
years old and, to the very end, this woman never
stepped foot out of her home without a full face
of make-up and her hair perfectly coiffed. She was
classy and the epitome of beauty. I was happy to be
able to perform this service for my friend and felt
especially honored to prepare this sweet woman. I
could appreciate her love of cosmetics and always
wanting to put her best face forward.
However, during the process of preparing her
mother, my friend told me that her mom was not
going to have an open casket. Not only was she not
having an open casket, but she would not be seen by
anyone, not even any of her family members (her
immediate family consisted of 80+ people). Only
her three daughters had seen their mother, during
the brief time they were able to dress their mom
in her burial clothing. My friend told me that the
sisters at the last minute had decided to have their
mother’s hair and make-up done. Prior to that, they
didn’t feel it was necessary, considering she looked
awful at death and nobody was going to see her
anyway.
Shocked by this information, I asked her why
they were having things done this way. She replied
that no one in their family, including their mom,
had ever seen a dead human body that ever looked
good. So, her mother insisted that no one was to
see her dead because she wanted everyone’s last
memory of her to be the way she looked when she
was alive and beautiful. She then said that her mom
thought it would be too scary for people to see her
dead. I understand people’s individual reasons for
not wanting to be viewed after death, but what I
can’t accept is when that reason is due to a possibly

poorly done job by one of us in our profession.
A professional who hasn’t performed up to the
standards that each dead human body deserves.
As I continued applying the cosmetics to her
mother, my friend’s mood began to change from
solemn to cheerful. Her mother was transforming
right before her eyes. Frankly, her mother did look
“dead” when I began the beautification process.
Her hair was slicked straight back, her lips were
separating, her eyelashes were going in different
directions, and she was pale and fragile looking. As
each bit of cosmetic was applied and her hair was
curled and volumized, my friend began to shriek
and say, “Oh, wow!” “There’s my mom!!” “She looks
like my mom now…so beautiful.” She thanked me
as her eyes teared up. She then pulled her phone out
and took several pictures of her mom and contacted
her siblings to let them know how beautiful their
mom looked. She then arranged for all of them to
see their mom one last time.
You see, it wasn’t that this sweet lady didn’t
want her family and friends to see her, it was
because she didn’t want anyone to see her looking
like death (whatever her interpretation of that was)
and in her experience, that was not good. That is a
common theme I have come across in my many years
of working in funeral homes. People just haven’t
had the experience of seeing a dead human body
who they thought looked good. It’s because of that
negative experience that their own thoughts have
been influenced and they have become convinced
that they won’t have an open casket and sometimes
even just chose to be cremated. Fortunately, the
outcome of this negative situation with my friend’s
mom turned positive and the service performed
was good in the eyes of this family.
As I left that situation, it stirred up deep-rooted
feelings I have regarding the care and preparation of
the dead. When I was younger in my career, I came
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across an article in a trade magazine. Unfortunately,
I don’t remember the magazine or the article or the
author but there was a specific embalmer’s creed/
oath that stood out to me which read:
Yesterday, the person on your embalming table
was in the care of their family.They nursed them,
visited them, spoke with them and shared the
everyday things of life with them.
Today, they are in your care.The family will not
be there to see and the dead cannot speak for
themselves.
As embalmers, we pledge ourselves, among other
things, to treat each dead human body with respect.
We pledge ourselves to give each person in our care
the respect and dignity to which they, in life and
therefore in death, are entitled.
This is what our clients, their families, or executors
expect, and this is what they trust us to do.This is
the last service we can offer to an individual,
let it be good.
— Author Unknown

deserves to be treated with respect and dignity, in
death as much as in life. This is what each person is
entitled to and their loved ones expect from us and
trust us to do.
Have you ever been around a co-worker
who doesn’t possess this mind set and speaks
disrespectfully of a decedent’s body or a specific
deformation? Have you ever witnessed a co-worker
slap the belly of the one they are embalming? Have
you ever used the chest or abdomen of the one you
are embalming as an instrument holder? Do you
ever find yourself surrounded by exposed private
parts that you or a co-worker either neglected or
forgot to cover? I know all too well that these things
are sometimes done out of disconnect and stress.
The stress of a busy and tight schedule or sometimes
even just as a release of some sort. Sometimes
these things are done because someone just doesn’t
possess the best character. I also know that these
types of things sometimes just happen and aren’t
done intentionally.
The key to setting ourselves in the upper
echelon of funeral service is providing exceptional
service to the dead. The number one quality needed
to achieve this is integrity.The definition of integrity
is: doing the right thing when no one is watching.
When you possess that specific quality and you find
yourself in a position to train staff, always nurture
that same quality in them. When they become
overwhelmed and consumed with the “job” that
has to get done, be there to remind them what the
purpose is. Remind them why they are there and
what they can do to “let it be good.”
I can think of many times when I and the
employees I oversaw were thanked for going above
and beyond the basic preparation instructions
given to us for individual decedents. One specific
example that comes to mind was during a time
in my career when I was in charge of managing a
high-volume prep room. We were understaffed for
the duties that were expected of us on a daily basis.
The employees in our prep room could have easily
done the bare minimum and moved on to the next
decedent. But, because the culture had been set and
their characters were solid, I had confidence in the
outcome we produced.
We had just got a new mortuary manager who
came from another mortuary and he did not know
or was unaware of the culture that was established
in our prep room. This manager came rushing
upstairs to our department in a panic. I asked him
why he looked like he was going to be sick and he
just barked at us and said that we needed to get
down to the visitation room right away because the
family of the “direct burial” and “no viewing” was on
their way to have one last look at their loved one.
He was panicked as he instructed us to get down
there to make the decedent presentable. I chuckled
inside and remained calm, which he didn’t find
comforting. I then explained to him that viewing
their loved one wouldn’t be a problem because
in our department, we make everyone “viewable”
before they leave our floor. The color gradually
came back to his face and he developed a look of

This article spoke to me and from that moment
on I adopted the motto: “Let it be good.” The
service I provided to these decedents had to always
be good. I later carried over that same motto into
the prep room that I managed for many years.
It is so easy for us to get caught up in our
busy schedules of day-to-day tasks needing to be
done before we can clock out for the day. I get it. I
understand, completely. However, we can’t forget
what our main goal is and why we do what we do.
It is our job and duty to perform a great service
to each and every one of these decedents who are
brought into our care.They aren’t just a job, they are
a valued life. Always remember, these people were
just in the care of their loved ones. Their loved ones
nursed them, they visited them. They cherished
them. But, today they are with us (you). Now they
are in your care. It’s up to you. This is the ultimate
test of your character. Their loved ones won’t be
there to see what goes on, how their family member
will be treated. They won’t see and the dead can’t
speak for themselves.
So, what do you do? What do you do when
you have instructions for the little old lady to just
be placed in her casket for a direct burial and no
viewing? Do you comb her hair? Do you wash her
face? Do you curl her hair? Do you leave her the way
you find her? Do you cover her bruises and apply a
little blush to brighten up her face? Do you dab a
soft shade of lipstick to her lips? Do you remove her
chipped nail polish or even re-apply a new coat? Do
you bring her back to her glory when it is obvious
that she dolled herself up during life? What do you
do? Do you trim the hair coming out of the man’s
nose or ears? Do you comb his hair or wash it at all?
All of these are decisions we make on a daily
basis. How hard do we want to work? I don’t feel like
that is the question to be asking. I feel the question
we should be asking (and it is for me) is, “How
well can I provide a service for this human being in
front of me?” This person, although deceased, still
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pride in a job well done.
I can also recall a similar number of times I
witnessed poor practices as well. One example of
this happened when our mortuary received a casket
for direct burial. Because we were a cemetery/
mortuary combo, we often received caskets from
other mortuaries for burials only. Right before the
graveside service was to start, the family decided
to take a look in the casket. Our staff had to bring
the casket in from outside and the family followed
behind. We brought the family in so the family
could view their loved one. When the casket lid was
Deborah has been in the funeral industry
for 20 years and is a licensed Embalmer and
licensed Cosmetologist. She managed a high
volume prep center in Orange County, CA
for eight years before joining Dodge as our
Sales Representative in Southern California
and Hawaii.

opened, the lack of professionalism was apparent.
The decedent was lying there with matted hair
filled with bodily matter. The endotracheal tube
was still lodged down their throat and the stench
of fecal matter was coming from their diaper.
Unfortunately, there was no time to reverse this
situation because the family was standing right
there as the casket was opened. This situation was
unfortunate but our staff could be confident that
when another mortuary is on the receiving end of
our decedent preparations, they would never find
themselves in the same situation.
In writing this article, my only intention is to
bring awareness to those who need it. A reminder
to those who have it but may need to be reminded
about showing care, having compassion, and being
respectful. We all deserve that. It doesn’t stop when
we die.The service of preparing a decedent, bathing
them, caring for them … this is absolutely the last
service we can offer to a person. Always remember
this. So, Let It Be Good!

After that three-minute-long hug from
Mrs. Roddick and it’s quiet once more, you think,
“Yeah, that’s why I became a funeral director.”

Descansos
By Rory McKeown

place where the death occurred, as was seen by the
mass outpouring of grief at the death of Princess Diana
which produced thousands of flowers, wreaths, and
other items at the Pont de l‘Alma tunnel in Paris, the
site of her death, completely closing the tunnel.
Along the highways in the US, the memorials not
only remind us of a life lost, but also may serve as a
warning and help bring more awareness of roadside
safety. Additionally, they can serve as a reminder of the
dangers of driving. They do seem to be prominent at
dangerous places like curves and construction areas.
During the nineteen forties and fifties the Arizona
Highway Patrol would place a small cross at the
scene of a fatal crash. Sometime later the practice
was officially discontinued, but individual families
continued to place markers at the sites.Today there is a
company that custom makes and sells the memorials to
families. The Arizona Department of Transportation
(AZDOT) doesn’t necessarily encourage the placing
of the memorials but does have guidelines for their
placing.The memorials must meet safety standards for
size, materials, and placement. The marker may not
be placed on public lands such as national monuments
or private land unless permission is granted from the
property owner in writing. Also, a marker may not

We Dodge reps don’t really get a chance to get
together that often, but a couple of years ago a group
of us were walking back to our hotel from a local
restaurant in Tampa, Florida, and at the side of the
road was a small cross with a ribbon with something
written on it that the Florida salt air and sunshine had
long since rendered unreadable. One of the reps from
the Midwest mentioned that he had seen one or two
before, and I told him they were a regular feature of
the southwest US.
Being from the Midwest originally, I would see
the occasional roadside memorial, or the white Ghost
Bikes, marking the place where someone had lost
their life, usually in a tragic accident. The death may
not have actually occurred at that spot, but the place
of the memorial marks the place of the event leading
to the death, if the person lived for a period of time
but then died later of their injuries. After moving to
the Southwest I noticed a definite cultural tie to the
tradition of the roadside memorial, evident by the
increase in their numbers.
The roadside memorial is not a new idea. We as
individuals, and the public in general, often feel the
need to memorialize the life that has been lived. As
mentioned earlier, the memorials are usually at the
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contain a photograph. If someone places a memorial
that doesn’t meet the AZDOT standards, it will be
removed. (AZDOT.gov)
Texas allows memorials only for those killed in
DWI crashes.The same in California, where the family
must complete the necessary paperwork to have a
marker placed at their request. Once placed, the public
services of the highway department clean and maintain
the memorial marker. In Florida markers were banned
in 1997. Evidently an Orlando radio station offered a
$100 bounty for memorials that were removed and
delivered. (Roadside America magazine)
In many states the memorials are illegal.
Colorado, Indiana, Montana, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oregon, and Wisconsin are states where the
memorials are against the law. However, as I drive
through Colorado as part of my normal route, I see the
memorials, old and new, and no one seems in a hurry
to remove them. Officially, Colorado places a small
rectangular blue sign acknowledging the incident,
which is removed after two years.
Things are a bit different in New Mexico.
As someone who spends a lot of time on the road,
I can say that it’s seldom that I go more than half an
hour anywhere that I don’t see some type of small
monument at the side of the road or in the middle
of the interstate. Not that New Mexico has any more
traffic fatalities than any other state, but the culture
of the memorial in New Mexico is different. In New
Mexico the memorials, or “Descansos,” are embraced

by the people, and mark the landscape like cactus
throughout the state, and truly are part of the culture.
The Descanso, in Spanish, is a place of rest, a break or
relief, or an interrupted journey. Historically, when a
death occurred, and after the funeral, when the body
was being carried from the church to the cemetery
during the procession, which was normally close by,
the pall bearers would stop and rest along the way. At
each resting place, or “Descanso,” flowers or a small
cross would be placed, marking that spot. Today the
tradition has evolved into the Descanso being more
than a small placement of flowers.
True, these memorials are often just a cross, or
some other simple reminder along the roadside, of the
person who died at that place. Others are elaborate
and just as well cared for as any grave marker at a
cemetery throughout the year. Newly placed colorful
ribbons and balloons are often seen. Memorials are
cleaned up and redecorated for holidays. Most of the
time, they are noticeably mowed and well cared for.
Often, small wrought iron fencing is placed around
the memorial with decorative stones, candles, statues,
and other personal memorabilia. Then there are those
that have been there for uncounted years. Interestingly,
if a highway project requires that a Descanso be
removed, a survey team will be dispatched by the
New Mexico DOT, and after completion of the
project, the Descanso will be placed in exactly the
same spot as originally located. In New Mexico it is
a criminal offense to “willingly deface or destroy, in
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Memorial on I-40 in New Mexico where Lily Garcia was killed in a road rage incident where a person began shooting at her father’s truck.
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I was driving home from work one evening and trafﬁc was being rerouted near my home. The following day, the candles and personal items
were already placed on the sidewalk where a fatality had occurred the previous evening.

whole or in part,” a Descanso, under criminal penalty
of law. Article 15, Section 30 New Mexico Criminal
Offenses. So not only are the Descansos embraced by
the people, they are also protected by law.
Some become mile markers along the highway as
I travel my territory and I’ll notice new paint, or brand
new balloons, or something added to the memorial.
It isn’t uncommon to see solar powered yard lights
illuminating the Descanso at night, evidence that
someone hasn’t forgotten about the person.

killed together in a motorcycle crash on a long stretch
of highway in the Arizona desert. When you get to the
northeast part of Arizona and the northwest part of
New Mexico, it isn’t uncommon to see a small cairn,
or rocks neatly and precisely stacked off the roadside.
There is controversy over the roadside memorials,
as some see them as roadside hazards, something that
takes your attention off your driving. Some object due
to the religious nature of some memorials, although
many have no obvious religious expression. Another
question is at the scene of a DWI crash, is it appropriate
to have a memorial for the perpetrator as well as the
victim in near proximity, if both were killed in the
crash? Whichever side you stand on, the memorials
aren’t going anywhere anytime soon.
As I see the Descansos regularly, one side
of my brain looks at them as anybody would…a
remembrance of a life lost on the highway. But the
funeral service side sees the memorial, and knows the
significance of memorialization, and how important it
is to remember, and to be remembered. But that part
of me also wonders, if our direct disposal, immediate
cremation society continues along the path where
embalming, viewing, burial, and the tradition of
having a place to go to, a grave, is no longer part of our
culture, these may well be the only memorial marker
some of these people will ever get.

Memorial on Hwy 93 in Arizona where a husband and wife lost
their lives doing what they loved.

Some of the memorials tell a bit about the
individual. On Interstate 17 in Arizona there is a
memorial with a hockey stick and a metal Mustang
always freshly painted yellow, showing this person’s
love for the sport, and the car. There may be stuffed
animals or toys signifying the death of a child. There
may be special decorations on holidays or anniversaries.
Some will tell a bit of a story, as in the memorial with
the two motorcycle helmets…a couple that were

Rory has been a licensed funeral director and
embalmer for over 30 years. Since 2013, Rory
has served as a sales representative with The
Dodge Company, covering Arizona, Colorado
and New Mexico. Rory spent much of his
funeral directing and embalming career in the
Chicago area.
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By Glenda Stansbury, CFSP

very hard in my business, since all we do all day every
day is wrap books in bubble wrap and pack them in
boxes and get them ready for the UPS guy to dolly
out. It’s a little awkward.
It is no secret that change is difficult in the
funeral profession. It is an ongoing discussion, point
of contention, and the object of jokes. We’ve all
heard the speeches on change. Heck, I’ve given
them. What are the seven last words of a dying
organization? We’ve never done it that way before.
Change in funeral service is like turning the Titanic
and rearranging the deck chairs.
And then we give examples of businesses that
refused to change. Blockbuster is always the favorite.
What happened to Blockbuster? When Netflix
came along and changed the game and offered to
partner with Blockbuster as the business model
morphed from brick and mortar to mail and then
streaming, Blockbuster held fast to the past. “Our
customers will come back. We’ve owned this market
for twenty years. Nothing can happen to us.” And,
poof, no more Blockbuster. They never figured out
how to reconfigure and readjust.
The tipping point of change for the funeral
profession came in the 80’s and 90’s when cremation
began to become more than a “fad.” We kept holding
on to that deep belief that people would see the light
and come back to embalming/casket/burial. Many
refused to embrace the new customer, and some
even avoided them. Or they tried to shame them into
changing their minds.
The owner of the firm where I apprenticed
was notorious for his disdain for cremation
families. He built a beautiful new building WITH
A CREMATORY and then would belittle people
during arrangements. He would say, with all the
imperiousness he could muster, “We bury our dead.
We burn our trash.”
My first year of teaching in the mortuary

I am now officially old. As of this writing, I’m
eligible for Medicare. How in the world did that
happen? I was 40 just a few days ago!
The thing that you learn as you creep toward
the “golden years” is that change is hard. Change is
challenging. Change is _____ (fill in appropriate
descriptive adjective here).
In this past year, the change monster has
visited my life more than I would like. Last year,
our company, InSight Books, was informed by the
management of the building where we had offices
for over twenty years that we had to move. Was it
something we said?? No, they just wanted our large
space on the first floor. So, we had to pack up four
offices and a warehouse full of books and move. In
July. In Oklahoma. And then we had to figure out
how to reconfigure and readjust.
In February of this year, the apartment building
where my husband and I and Doug (the dad) have
lived for eight years announced that they were going
to auction off all the rented apartments. Not wanting
to purchase an overpriced apartment in a historically
old building, Joe and I decided to move to a house. A
huge change after eight years of apartment dwelling.
All that stuff that we gave away when we downsized,
we now had to buy again. So, after looking at 45
houses, bless my realtor’s heart, we found THE
ONE. And in June we packed up all of our treasures
and moved. And then figured out how to reconfigure
and readjust.
Just as we had unpacked all those boxes and very
efficiently given them away to other poor souls who
were also moving, Doug decided that he, too, was
ready to leave his apartment. So, we found him a
cute little house two blocks from us and, once again,
packed the boxes and moved him in August. He is
figuring out how to reconfigure and readjust.
And I am now officially boycotting anything to
do with boxes or bubble wrap or dollies. Which is
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program at University of Central Oklahoma was
2007. I’ll never forget this shining moment. A young
man proudly said to me, “My daddy doesn’t serve
cremation families. He thinks it just encourages it.”
Now, granted, in 2007 the national cremation rate
was 35%. But it was steadily growing. It certainly
didn’t give any indication that it was going to
decrease. But this funeral home owner was convinced
that if he ignored it, it would go away. I smiled at my
student and said, “You call me when your daddy goes
out of business.” He was shocked. And, sadly, I was
right. He closed his doors two years ago.
So, for twenty years the funeral profession has
been playing catch up with cremation. We defined
it as a cost choice and therefore made it one. We
defined it as a lack of interest in ceremony, ritual,
or product and therefore declined to offer those
options. We defined it as “just a” cremation and
therefore treated our client families like second class
citizens. This year, at every national meeting that I
attended, you could still hear funeral directors pining
for “the good ole’ days.” In 2019. With cremation
above 50%. I’ve got news for you. Those days are as
obsolete as the VHS.
Many firms have finally figured out how to
reconfigure and readjust, but at what cost are we
enduring the public message that we have proclaimed
for years? Cremation is cheap. Cremation is easy.
Cremation is for those who don’t want the muss
and fuss of “traditional” service. We created those
messages and now are having to live with the
consequences.
And, now, a new player is on the horizon. A
little closer than the horizon but some are just now
noticing it. Once again, we are faced with the difficult
task of figuring out how to reconfigure and readjust.
Or ignore, at our peril.
Who is this player? It is the green burial/home
funeral/death doula/death midwife/end of life
companion movement. Each of these concepts have
their own personality, dynamics, and audience. But,
for purposes of our brief visit, we are going to gather
them up under one umbrella.
Most of us are familiar with green burial and
some professionals have embraced the vision of how
to offer it to families. One of the biggest stumbling
blocks for those firms who wish to offer these
services—no embalming or formaldehyde-free
embalming or alkaline hydrolysis, biodegradable
caskets or urn or shroud, direct placement in
the earth, no vault, minimal or no marker—is
usually finding a place for the burial to take place.
Most cemeteries still have strict requirements and
standards and are slow to reconfigure or readjust to
the demands of their clients.
But then we enter the world of home funerals
and death doulas, death midwives, end of life
doulas, and things get a little more interesting. A
quick perusal of Facebook sites dedicated to End
of Life specialists will find that they have little use
for funeral professionals and, honestly, very little
good to say. We are portrayed as barbarians who
do terrible, unnatural things to bodies and charge
families extravagant fees to shield them from natural

death and reality. If you get your feelings hurt easily,
I suggest not “friending” these sites.
But, the fact of the matter is that the pendulum
is now swinging to a different time. A time when
trusted friends came and sat with the dying, when
families cared for their dead, honored them in their
home parlor, and then buried them in the family
plot. Everything old is new again. There are many
driving forces behind this effort and this desire. The
point of this discussion is that we must not, cannot
ignore them. We must engage. We. Must. Engage.
I recently watched the new HBO special
“Alternate Endings: Six New Ways to Die.” Featured
were memorial reefs and space shots. We are familiar
with those options and, honestly, are comfortable
with them because a funeral professional is utilized
to perform the cremation. The remaining segments
dealt with home funerals, green burials, living wakes,
and death with dignity. Not one person interviewed
talked about using a funeral home or expressed any
need for a funeral director. Why would we need
them? They don’t do what is important or meaningful
to us.
“People like Lauren Carroll are trying to change
the reluctance to face or talk about death. Carroll and
her partner Erin Merelli formed Deathwives in hopes
of forging a cultural shift which encourages people to
think and talk more freely about death. They describe
Deathwives as a collective of professionals who care
about the practice of good death. And they want to
educate others about their end of life options which
they say should include in-home funerals and death
doulas.
A former funeral director and current hospice
volunteer, Carroll serves on the board of directors
for the National Home Funeral Alliance. She said she
wants to create connections between funeral homes,
home funeral educators, death doulas and families.”
From “Deathwives, Death Cafes and Death
Doulas. Learning to Live By Talking About Death.”
Forbes, 8/21/2019 Robin Seaton Jefferson
How many of you are members of the National
Home Funeral Alliance? How many of you have even
heard of it? If they are welcoming funeral directors
to be a part of the conversation, then shouldn’t we
accept the invitation? I joined. It was free. And after
you join, they ask if you are interested in being a
part of their educational efforts and to describe the
experience or expertise you could share. I don’t
know about you, but this sounds like an opportunity
to have a voice and to listen to other voices. The only
way we are going to survive. We. Must. Engage.
As I began to ponder this big question of home
funerals and death doulas and end of life educators,
my quest was to find where our place can be or
should be. Is this more of a hospice and dying thing?
Why should we be interested? Do we just shrug and
move on? How would we possibly charge for those
services? Where does it fit on a GPL? Do we dismiss
them as the soft, squishy, hippie dippy side of death
care with incense and guided mantras? Isn’t this just
a small fringe of people? Wait! Didn’t we think that
about cremation families at one point? How did that
work out for us?
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ponder this big
question of home
funerals and
death doulas
and end of life
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quest was to
ﬁnd where our
place can be or
should be.

continued on page 26
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Death Doulas/
Midwives are not
a threat to you
professionally.
They are,
however,
changing the
landscape
of how the
general public
understands and
engages with
those in the ﬁeld
of death care
and the funeral
industry.

The Dodge Magazine

I went to the Death Doula/End of Life
Consultant Facebook Page and simply asked the
question—how do you view funeral directors and
what do you want funeral directors to know? The
responses were pretty amazing. I chose a couple of
people that I knew professionally. Sandra Ollsin is
a Certified Celebrant and Death Midwife in British
Columbia. Paula Staab Polk is a well-known funeral
home owner who recently sold her firm and moved
to a different part of the country. She, too, is a
Certified Celebrant.
So, let’s share a few of their observations:
Q: What is the differentiation of death doula
or death midwife?
Sandy: I identify as a Death Midwife due to
the work I’ve done with the dying and their friends
and family during the past 20 years or so. As a
Death Midwife my work involved being mostly
involved with those who are dying by supporting
them emotionally and spiritually and helping them
plan their own end-of-life service if that is their
desire. I offer educational/inspirational talks and
have participated in Hospice conference panels and
presented at academic conferences over the years on
topics related to death and dying.
The term Death Doula has become popular
only much more recently and seems to denote more
of a focus on death care planning—social, familiar,
and legal. They do a lot of work in the information
sharing and administrative parts of death and dying:
what to expect, what is possible, which form to fill
in, how to deal with details after a death, along with
attending to those who are dying.
Paula: I was trained as an End of Life Doula
by INELDA (International End of Life Doula
Association) and I am also an RN and a funeral
director. To me, a midwife is more than a companion
or helpmate whose role is to walk alongside the
patient and family. An EOL doula helps navigate
the journey with hospice, offering spiritual and
emotional support. The EOL doula is a member of
the team who can act as a liaison with the patient,
family, and the rest of the team.
I chose INELDA because the organization did
not degrade the role of the RN, Hospice, or funeral
service. Some organizations that I researched said
some derogatory things about funeral service. The
training I received was 22 hours and I felt that it was
excellent. There were two other funeral directors in
the group. The facilitators mentioned being asked to
make funeral arrangements and being celebrants! At
first, I thought, “Wow. I thought that was my job
as a funeral director.” They didn’t give specifics on
how to make arrangements or be a celebrant. If EOL
doulas are being told that, it’s time we in funeral
service became part of the EOL team.
Q: Is there a differentiation between people
who offer services to the dying and those who
offer home funerals and/or green burial options?
Paula: Yes, there are many factors that need to
be addressed during the EOL process. Questions
posed to the person who is dying might be about how
they want to spend their last few months, weeks or
days . . . e.g. Do you want visitors? Pets? Where

would you like to spend most of your time? If you
want visitors, do you want them to read to you? Do
you want to be at home? In bed? On your couch?
Do you want massage and touch? Singing and music?
Who do you need to reconcile with? Who do you
wish would reconcile with you? What is your legacy?
Discuss funeral, cremation, burial, etc. Does the
family want special time with you before and after
death? Do they want to bathe you and dress you?
What spiritual needs, emotional needs do you and
your family have?
Q: How accepted are you by hospice or the
medical profession?
Sandy: I was fairly well accepted as a funeral
celebrant by hospice, not so accepted as a death
doula/midwife, as they often perceived the role
as stepping on their toes somewhat. Things keep
changing, though, and it comes down to individual
perceptions.
Q: What do you see as the biggest
misconceptions about funeral directors by people
in your profession?
Paula: I think a lot of doulas might think that
funeral directors are stand-offish because FDs are
lumped together with removal service personnel,
cemeterians, and cremationists. We (funeral
directors) have done a poor job of assessing our
client family’s needs and providing up-to-date
innovative services for them. And we have not done
a good job of learning from other inter-professionals
on how to work as a team. FDs also do not realize
how important their role is in helping families with
healthy mourning. We have very few in research
that can show the importance of the profession in
promoting good health.
Q: What do you want funeral professionals
to know?
Paula: Be willing to reach out and learn from
other professions. We all have gifts and knowledge
that we can share to make this world a better place.
Sandy: Death Doulas/Midwives are not a threat
to you professionally. They are, however, changing
the landscape of how the general public understands
and engages with those in the field of death care and
the funeral industry as a whole. There are many big
changes still coming. In response to these we will all
have to adapt, cooperate and adjust our thinking in
regard to how things are being done on every level in
the world of death and dying.
OK, OK. . . so here is a crazy thought. Maybe
it’s time to rethink when we engage with families.
Rather than what we traditionally consider preneed, we offer End of Life specialists from our firm,
or those we have partnered with, who can sit with
the patient and the family, provide the guidance and
the assurance and the emotional and psychological
support as they face their death and make plans for
what that means. What if we, as Paula indicated,
learned to be part of the team rather than the clean
up squad? What did Sandy say? We will all have to
adapt, cooperate, and adjust our thinking.
I truly believe that part of the reason that we are
cast as the big, bad, guy with a trocar in one hand
and a bank book in the other is because we have not
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figured out how to engage at the heart level at the
right time. We wait until the death has occurred and
try as hard as we can to be empathetic and caring.
But the ones who are remembered as beloved and
important are those who walk the journey—hospice
staff, doulas, care teams, nurses, even celebrants—
those who are willing to be present, to hear the
stories and to meet the needs before. Before is pretty
important and maybe it’s time for us to be part of
that experience as well.
Families choosing to utilize a death doula or
death midwife have already signaled that they are
interested in a different approach. If we are not
present and have a voice in the room, then they lean
on the advice and guidance of the person standing at
the bedside. If that person has a negative or skewed
view of the funeral process or believe that we offer
limited options outside of the traditional approach,
if they don’t understand what value we bring to the
table, then the subject of choosing a funeral home
will never, ever come up.
We’ve previously had this same conversation
about hospice nurses, but this feels different
because of the types of families who are seeking
out a doula or midwife. Many hospice patients are
already connected to a funeral home or have made
funeral plans. Most doula patients are completely
unconnected and see no need to choose that path.
What would happen if we became comfortable
and proficient at assisting families with bathing and

dressing at home? What star would fall out of the sky
if we learned about essential oils and massage? Why
shouldn’t we have a discussion with doulas or home
funeral specialists and find common ground and
mutual interests and partnerships? Why not sponsor
a death café and invite all the options to be presented?
What do we have to lose if we seek out places for
green burials and advocate for families’ rights to
choose their way to say goodbye? I can promise
you they are going to find a way to do it—with or
without us.
So, here is the change monster. And it’s up
to each of us to figure out how, or whether, to
reconfigure and readjust. This is not a fad. This is
not going away. And if we don’t engage, the only
thing going away may be us. The lesson learned from
cremation is simple. The public is going to determine
what is right for them. Our invitation to be part of
that determination will be decided solely by our
actions. We. Must. Engage. And if you need moving
boxes, sorry we are all out.
Glenda Stansbury, CFSP, MALS is the Dean of
the InSight Institute of Funeral Celebrants, VP
of InSight Books, adjunct professor for UCO
Funeral Service Department and a practicing
Certified Funeral Celebrant. You can contact her
at celebrantgs@gmail.com.
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My Friday Off
By Duncan Norris

I was expecting
to see a green
discoloration in
the abdominal
region. I was
not expecting to
see the deceased
dressed in
personal
protective
equipment (PPE),
speciﬁcally a
blue impervious
gown
functionally
identical to
the one I
wear during
embalming.

The Dodge Magazine

If there is one universal truth in the funeral industry,
it is that plans never go according to plan. This is
never truer than when it comes to trying to have a
day off. Consider the Friday before last. I was all set
to take this Friday as time in lieu. (This term means
for each hour of overtime worked, one can have
an hour off work instead of pay.) I was going to go
“bushwalk” (Australian for “hike”) up a mountain with
my mate for his birthday. But suddenly I couldn’t
participate because one of the other funeral directors
had already booked to have the day off for a wedding
(what a clearly made-up story that was!) and, because
of a swift change of events of the type that we are all
familiar within funeral service. I was needed to drive
the hearse to a crematorium.
But the following Friday was looking like a slow
day, so on Thursday the boss told me I could start late
and look at having an early finish, a standard POETS
day, as the saying goes hereabouts. I suppose I should
have seen the handwriting on the wall at that point,
but ignorance is bliss.
So on Friday morning I slept in a bit, leisurely
enjoyed my coffee, and was watching amusing
YouTube videos in my PJs when my phone beeped
for an arriving text from the boss. I knew it was
him because my phone made the pinball machine
sound, which I allocated to his number randomly
years ago. It now has a chilling effect on me that
John Carpenter’s Halloween score could never hope
to imitate. It seemed I now had a case to embalm
for another company, which would be arriving
shortly after lunch. “Hurrah!” I mused sourly, and
the relaxation was over. But the better angels of my
nature reasserted themselves and I then made the
most fundamental of embalming errors by saying to
myself, “Well, it could be worse…”
The shortly after lunch transfer…to be honest I
never thought that would happen on time. So when I
received a call about 12:20pm saying that the person
effecting the transfer was about to leave the hospital,
located in the next city over, I was anticipating such a
delay. The second call, some 20 minutes later saying
there had been another postponement and they were
actually just leaving now, but for real this time, was
less anticipated. But how bad could traffic on the
busiest highway in the state on a Friday afternoon
really be anyhow?

So time passed glacially, particularly because it
was ridiculously hot. It was getting close to the end
of my regular workday hours, and, in all honesty, I
was rather keen to have a simple case and depart for
the weekend. It was a relief when, eventually, the
deceased arrived into my care. By this time, I had
learned what her particular embalming requirements
would be. Specifically, she was going to be dressed by
her family on Saturday morning, and then was going
to the family home for the weekend, followed by a
burial on Monday morning.
Coincidentally, I was recently reading a question
on an embalmer’s Facebook group about how people
felt about sending a deceased to a family home and
out of the control of the funeral director for a few
days.To the question writer, this was an alien concept,
but I was trained in embalming with that being one
of the expected outcomes. While it is not done as
frequently here in Brisbane as in other places, such
an occurrence is within my experience and training.
The deceased was of a moderate build and had
died of cancer, which, while it is tragic, should not
prove to be a significant embalming complication.
Cancer is something most embalmers hereabouts are
well experienced with professionally, and I suspect
this is true across the developed world. So I had, at
least what I believed in my ignorance, a relatively
straightforward case. The transfer into the mortuary
swiftly disabused me of this idea.
The first thing I noticed was the smell, evident
even through the thick body bag. I knew the person
had been dead for a little over a day, and that she had
died in the controlled conditions of a hospital. I live
in a hot climate, and it is common to have advanced
decomposition in the abdomen in many of the people
before they are brought into our care. Likewise,
a compromised immune system, such as one often
encounters with cancer patients, leaves them more
vulnerable to pathogenic bacteria which can cause
putrefaction in the deceased.
Thus I was expecting to see a green discoloration
in the abdominal region when I opened the (for some
unknown reason ridiculously, almost comically,
oversized) body bag which she had been placed in
at the hospital. What I was not expecting was to
see the deceased dressed in personal protective
equipment (PPE), specifically a blue impervious
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makes this extra effort and knowledge worthwhile.
Firstly, the dictum that all deceased persons be
treated as infectious, as ever, proves its worth. Had I
completed the embalming without knowledge of the
positive VRE test and found out about it afterwards,
I would not have been filled with panic or dread
that sometimes accompanies such comprehension. I
always wear the proper PPE, just in case. Training,
experience, and commonsense all validate this stance.
Yet, this truth notwithstanding, having
knowledge of the higher risk of this particular person
still made a difference to my actions. I did not get
our newest trainee to assist me, as had been my initial
thought. I used a fresh needle for the abdominal suture
and disposed of it afterward as having a unacceptably
high potential for contamination, and I made a series
of other minor changes to ensure the minimal risk
possible, including having to be the one to come back
and supervise the release of the deceased on Saturday
morning.
Most importantly, having discovered this
information I was able to pass it along to the funeral
director who could then advise and direct the relatives
and friends of the deceased lady to the safest course of
action. Culturally they were a family inclined to much
interaction with their loved one, but compromises
would be made including wearing gloves during
the dressing, keeping the deceased encoffined in the
house, washing hands after contact, and no eating,
drinking and smoking with the deceased.
Three other aspects of this situation I believe
deserve highlighting. First is the importance of
experience. This particular commodity is, of course,
not always available, but at need can be substituted
with knowledge, which is almost always available.
The circumstances as they unfolded in this case
highlighted the importance of asking questions,
of gaining knowledge. The unpleasant odor of the
deceased made me ask questions that would have
been relevant to case analysis even had events not
transpired as they did. More importantly, the unusual
dressing of the deceased in the blue gown sparked a
question, and I was not too jaded or full of hubris
to ask it. It does us well to be reminded that, no
matter how experienced we are or how well we think
we know a situation, there is always the unknown.
Such issues are best solved by questions and actual
knowledge, rather than assumptions.
Secondly, you will note that I called Ricky before
calling the hospital. Having someone, or preferably
many someones, to whom one can ask professional
questions is an essential part of growth and
development as an embalmer. What may be unusual
for you might be commonplace for them. Likewise
moral questions, or potential approaches, or just how
tough a particular embalming was are not questions
or topics one can easily put to friends and family. It
pays to reach out, and to be available in turn.
I was speaking with a colleague once, casually
relating a tale of some embalming disaster that had
occurred to me, and at the end they were shocked.
They had had, as we all must, a few embalmings that
had gone awry but those around this person had never
admitted to anything other than a perfect case. This

gown functionally identical to the one I wear during
embalming.
I have been doing this job for some time now,
and while the unusual is paradoxically rather a
commonplace occurrence for me, I have never before
seen a deceased dressed in such a manner. I questioned
the transfer driver and he had no additional details to
tell me. He, too, said he had never seen a deceased
person so dressed, although he had not paid it any
mind until I brought it to his attention. So I took off
my mortuary hat and put on my investigative hat.
The hospital in question was one from which
we as a company do not effect many transfers,
due to distance, and I considered that perhaps
this use of an impervious protective gown might
be a common practice in that facility, or perhaps a
recently implemented policy of theirs. It was, in
the circumstances, tempting to take one of these
conjectures as truth, get the job done, and be home
before dark. But my training and experience both
objected to this course advocated by the part of me
wanting to just finish up and start the weekend, and
thus with a deep sigh I went with their counsel.
So I called a friend and colleague, Ricky Mclean,
whose funeral home is closer to that hospital and
asked him about the gown. He, too, had never
received a deceased person wearing one. It was then
not likely a standard practice I was unfamiliar with.
The next step was the obvious one, to call the
hospital directly. It was possible they had dressed the
deceased lady so for modesty and because they had
lacked a linen hospital gown at the moment.The huge
body bag, which I believed could not be standard
practice but rather an artifact of necessity, made me
think such was possibly the case. Such things were
not without precedent. I have had deceased persons
released in the dreaded yellow body bag, which was
at one time in the northern Brisbane hospital system
used for known infectious bodies, and to my inquiry
been told, “No reason. We just ran out of the other
bags.”
In this case I spoke with the Mortality Review
Officer at the hospital and after a few minutes of
firing up dormant computers, he had an answer. The
deceased had tested positive for Vancomycin-resistant
Enterococcus (VRE). The guy from the hospital was
apologetic about the mistake. He had thought the
VRE result was from another deceased, and greatly
appreciated my phone call. Not as much as I was
pleased I had made it, I can assure you.
Next step was to advise the funeral director
of the situation. He was surprised at this news and
was going to take the time between my call and the
return transfer tomorrow to get some facts available
for the family concerning VRE. For myself, being
forearmed with knowledge, the embalming could
now commence. It was largely uneventful, with a
positive final result.
So you might wonder, what is the point of all this?
After all I did my embalming the same as I otherwise
would have done it, I wore no additional PPE beyond
my regular requirements, and the deceased went
home as scheduled. Let us examine some important
factors at work here and see what we can discover that
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person actually said they were considering leaving the
profession as they thought they must be terrible, as
no one else ever seemed to have the problems that
they occasionally did. Having honest and genuine
connections with your fellow embalmers can provide
many boons, and offer insights that might otherwise
never occur to you.
Thirdly, I then did call the hospital. Rules and
Duncan Norris is a practicing embalmer at
Kenton Ross Funerals in Brisbane, Australia.
A Fellow of the AIE and former BIE Divisional
Secretary, he has also served in numerous
other roles including that of coronial agent,
anatomical lab assistant, and in international
mass disasters.

protocols will vary widely over what people can, or
are willing, to tell you. I have had people tell me,
sometimes profanely and to my face, what I could do
with my question.Yet such reactions are certainly the
exception, not the rule. Most nurses, doctors, aged
care, and hospital staff will be forthcoming about
any conditions which may be a particular danger to
people caring for a deceased person. This is especially
true when circumstances such as the family taking the
person home are explained to them. It is important
to remember those in the medical profession want
the best health outcomes for all people connected
with their patients. Yet it may be they will not
think laterally to divulge certain information unless
specifically asked. So it is in our best interest, both
professionally and personally, to ensure that we take
the time and ask the right questions.

NOW AVAILABLE ON THE DODGE WEBSTORE,
A PROCEDURE MANUAL FOR THE PREPARATION OF HUMAN
REMAINS FOLLOWING TISSUE PROCUREMENT.

The information is available on the registered user
side of shop.dodgeco.com under the Technical
Information or by navigating to the Tissue Procurement
and Anatomical section under Catalog.

Download your FREE copy today or ask your Dodge
Sales Representative for more information.
© 2019 THE DODGE COMPANY

Cutaway 1935

My Favorite Find Ever
By Jacquie Taylor, PhD

The first time I visited Dodge, which was so long ago
I can’t recall the exact year, I was captivated by one
particular item in the museum. It was a large, framed
illustration of the building at 656 Beacon Street in
Boston where Dodge headquarters, manufacturing,
and laboratories were housed from 1935 to 1955
- before the move to Cambridge, Massachusetts.
The 41” x 33” image is captioned an “x-ray view…
of all six floors” which means it is a “cutaway” that
permits the viewer to see the inside of the building. In
architectural jargon, this is technically an “infographic”
used to give clients a realistic depiction of how a future
building will function. This one is in full color and
beautifully hand-illustrated with attention to the most
minute details.
Dodge hired me five years ago just after they
had re-located to their current location in Billerica,

MA. My first assignment was to unpack and set
up the museum. As regular readers will know, I
have unearthed and researched lots of fascinating
“treasures,” but the one item that I could not find
in the vast expanse of the Dodge building was this
irreplaceable piece of Dodge history. It was supposed
to be a major focal point in the museum but it had
simply vanished. After searching exhaustively, all of us
decided that it must have been lost in the move, but
recently Debbie Dodge found it while sorting through
family items that were stored off site. Imagine our
relief and glee!
In the meantime, I had found an article on the
new building in the April 1935 issue of The De-Ce-Co
Magazine. It was filled with evocative descriptions of
each area of the building. So when the artwork was
found, I was able to examine the images alongside
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area which is staffed by administrative personnel in a
long row of desks with typewriters on them. Nearby
on this floor (to the right in the infographic) are the
private offices of Messrs. Floyd S. Sturgeon, VicePresident and C. H. Brown, Office Manager, along
with Professors Joseph R. Parker, Ray Slocum, and
Frank G. Stallard. Past them (on the far right) are the
offices of George B. Dodge, General Manager and C.
F. Dennett, Secretary.
Looking at the top of the centralized first floor
Display Room, a passenger elevator is depicted by a
male figure standing in a compartment attached to
a shaft. He was a uniformed attendant. The text says
that on the third floor, the elevator opens directly into
the Executive Office area. This is noteworthy because
tales about this elevator when the New England
Institute [funeral service school] was housed here are
perhaps the most frequent reminiscence of graduates.
It seems that many a student used the elevator with
the intention of going to the upper floors only to
have the elevator accidentally stop on the third floor
where the students found themselves greeted by one
of the Dodge family members. For some inexplicable
reason, those who recount this experience say it was
mortifying even though the Dodges are renowned for
their unassuming nature.
On the third floor at the front of the building
is the office of Walter J. Dodge, President (to the far
right) with his male secretary’s office just in front (to
the left) where we see two gentlemen at desks. The
offices of George and Walter, both of which overlook
Kenmore Square, are paneled with “Philippine
mahogany.”
The fourth floor is populated by the laboratories
and a state of the art “operating room” complete
with stadium-style seating for embalming lectures
and demonstrations. The laboratories include the
combined office, lab, and library of Chief Chemist,
William B. O’Brien – to the far left in the picture.
The embalming room is in the center of this floor and
to the far right is a large laboratory that houses three
types of scientists: analytical, bacteriological, and
pathological.
Moving to the fifth floor we find the Cosmetic
Laboratory (to the left/rear of the building) and, at
the front, a leather goods workshop where Dodge
manufactured their own cases for kits.
Finally, the sixth floor is where we come upon the
Compounding Room. Huge wooden and glass-lined
tanks stand sentry along the walls. We hear the quiet
but powerful hum of motors which turn the “tireless
agitators” that mix the chemicals. Countless numbers
of familiar, 16-ounce glass “Dodge bottles” stand in
bright rows being filled, capped, and labelled. Out the
back windows from this height is a panoramic view
of Boston’s famous Charles River. At the front of the
building on this level is a room with dozens of bottles
stored on shelves. This might well have been where
experimental products and samples used for quality
control were stored because scientific research,
innovation, and strict adherence to quality standards
are the hallmarks of Dodge. That’s how it was from
the beginning in 1893, how it was in 1935, and how
it remains today.

Aerial View 1935

the text of the article. A few of the rooms don’t
quite match up between the picture and the text, but
knowing the Dodge operation, it is easy to make some
assumptions. Let’s take a tour of 656 Beacon Street
circa 1935.
The entrance off Beacon Street is in the lower
right-hand corner of the picture.We see the reception
area where the text says there is a “plump little blond
at the switchboard.” Sorry women, that’s just the
language of the day! Look closely and you will see
that she is benevolently watched over by a portrait of
Dodge founder, A. Johnson Dodge, which still hangs
in the Dodge Museum.
Moving into the center of the building we see a
“magnificent” Display Room where visitors can peruse
a complete array of embalmer’s supplies including a
variety of embalming tables and preparation room
cabinetry.
At the rear of this level (to the far left in the
picture) is what appears to be a production room
where embalming kits might have been assembled.
The loading dock, where the truck is backed in, is
slightly below grade on this level. The reader is urged
to appreciate the freight elevator in this area which
“soars to the sixth floor” suggesting that this was a
new technological marvel. Its existence answers
the obvious questions about how raw materials got
from the ground level to the assembly areas and how
finished products got from the storage area to the
loading dock.
On the second floor, we see the General Office
Dr. Jacquie Taylor is the Special Projects
Coordinator at The Dodge Company and a
consultant in the areas of management and
leadership. She is a veteran funeral service
practitioner and educator.
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The Red Pocketbook
Juvenile delinquency is not a new problem, we all agree.
But Jerry points out that its form is more vicious than
once upon a time…and incidentally recalls an incident to
support his contention.
Monica refilled her coffee cup, poured cream
and stirred sugar into it, and put down the copy of
the Enterprise she’d been reading. “I don’t believe
it,” she told me.
“Don’t you now, darlin’?” I asked her. “And
what is it you’re not believing this morning?”
“This article on juvenile delinquency,” she
told me as she tapped the newspaper with a wellmanicured forefinger. “The way they talk you’d
think it was something brand new. As if it hadn’t
been going on for years! Didn’t Dickens write about
the self-same thing in Oliver Twist a hundred years
or so ago?”
“He did, indeed,” I agreed, “but there’s one
thing you’re after overlooking, alannah. That gang
of little pickpockets and sneak-thieves that Dickens
wrote about had Fagan to put them up to mischief
and plan their depredations. Today’s little hellions
plan their own techniques and add some trimmings
Charley Dickens never thought about.” Monica
looked doubtful, but all she said was “Oh?”
“Oh is right,” I told her. “I’m minded of the case
of Sue and David Anthony. You couldn’t rightly say
a gang of bad kids killed them, but just the same they
were as responsible as if they’d planned to murder
them with malice aforethought, as the lawyers say.”
* * *
David Anthony worked for the Great Western
Telegraph Company ever since he was big enough

By Jerome Burke

to tap a telegraph key. He married Susan Smith
when they were both just out of their teens, and
though their marriage was childless the love they
bore each other made it a happy one. The years
went by almost unnoticed, as years have a way of
doing, and presently David found he had to put
his glasses on to read the newspaper, and use a
magnifying glass to see to comb his hair. Then they
gave him a big office party, chipped in to buy him a
set of matched traveling bags, which he needed as
much as he did an extra hole in the head, and retired
him on a pension that was something less than half
the salary he’d been drawing.
It’s never hard to raise your living standard
to adjust to increased income; making it match a
fifty percent reduction is something else again. The
Anthonys found that out before their first pension
check arrived. They had to give up the neat little
suburban cottage they’d rented for almost thirty
years and move into a flat in town. It was a quiet,
respectable enough place, but it was on the fringe of
what the police called “a bad area,” a neighborhood
where street fights were a nightly occurrence, and
where more liquor than coffee was consumed.
After a lifetime of rising at dawn, going to
work at the same time and returning at almost
exactly the same hour day after day, Dave didn’t
know what to do with all the spare time Fate had
put into his hands. He’d never been a reader, he
and Sue couldn’t afford a TV set, and there just
wasn’t enough money to let them go to the movies
every day, or even every third or fourth day. To
make things worse, their fifty-fifth anniversary was
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Just then a gang
of youngsters…
the oldest
possibly twelve,
the youngest
certainly not
more than
seven…came
racing down the
street.

“Mr. Burke,
I hear Dave
calling me. He
didn’t have a
chance to kiss me
goodnight when
he - when he
went away.”

coming up, and though he’d scrimped and saved
and cut his smoking down by more than half, he
had only $10 with which to buy Sue a present.
What can a man get for $10? Not much, as
Dave discovered when he went shopping around.
Finally he saw the red pocketbook in the window
of a little store on Williams Street. It was imitation
leather, and not a very good imitation, but it was
priced at $9.77, tax included, and looked as elegant
to Dave as something in a swanky advertisement in
Town & Country.
No cat ever dragged a mouse she’d caught into
the house with greater pride than Dave had when he
carried that red pocketbook home on the day of his
and Susan’s anniversary.
There was just twenty-three cents left from his
$10 after he’d paid for the pocketbook, but he found
two extra cents in the pocket of his Sunday suit,
had the dimes and coppers changed for a quarter
at the corner drug store, polished the quarter until
it shone like quicksilver, and dropped it into the
pocketbook as a “nest-egg.”
They had a festive dinner that evening. Sue
had spent almost the last cent in the house for a
steak which, while it was rather on the thin side
and would have taxed a bulldog’s teeth, was still
a steak, and the first one they had had in months.
After the dishes were done and put away they went
for a walk with the red pocketbook tucked under
Sue’s left elbow.
The streetlights were coming on, and the last
afterglow of the sunset was faint in the west under
the first little stars, and a new moon, silverwhite
as a bride, showed palely in the sky. “Like your
anniversary present, dear?”
Sue squeezed his hand. “I love it!”
And just then a gang of youngsters…the oldest
possibly twelve, the youngest certainly not more
than seven…came racing down the street. Whether
they’d planned their course of action in advance, or
whether it occurred to them spontaneously we’ll
never know, but as they pelted past Dave and Sue
one of them snatched the red pocketbook from
under Sue’s arm.
Dave dropped Sue’s hand and ran after the
young purse-snatcher like a hound pursuing a
rabbit. He was just a few months less than seventysix years old, but fury lent strength to his aging legs,
and in less than a hundred feet he’d overtaken the
little criminal and reached out to retrieve the purse.
His fingers had almost closed on it when the lad
reached up and tossed the pocketbook to another
little devil who was running some fifty feet ahead.
It was as accurate a throw as you’d see on a football
field when a player makes a forward pass, and the
little thief’s accomplice caught the purse and in

another instant disappeared up an alley.
What happened next was the sort of thing any
accident company would be glad to write a policy
against. Dave stumbled over a loose brick in the
sidewalk and went down on his face, striking his
right temple on the sharp, protruding corner of
another loosened brick. He gave a sort of sigh and
lay there, quiet and relaxed as if he were in his own
bed. There was no answering pressure in his hand
when Sue knelt beside him, and his head lolled as
loosely in the crook of her elbow as if his spinal
column had been wet string. Next day the police
found the pocketbook in a trash can, but the quarter
Dave had polished with such love was gone.
* * *
Both Sue and Dave had industrial insurance
with a standard company, and Sue was all for
spending the entire $2,000 for a “fitting funeral” but
I talked her out of it. “You’ll be getting only half
Dave’s pension now,” I told her, “and a little extra
cash will come in mighty handy.”
“But can you furnish anything really respectable
for less?” she asked.
“As sure as my name’s Jerome Burke…and
that’s registered in the family Bible…I can and
will,” I assured her. And I did. When everything,
including a doubledepth grave in Cypress Vale,
had been paid for, there was a tidy sum coming
back to her. And if I do say so myself, as I probably
shouldn’t, it was as “respectable” a funeral as you’d
care to see. I had some reasonably priced cases in
the downstairs showroom, and chose a pearl-gray
doeskin with rayon lining that looked as if it had
cost twice as much as it did…if you didn’t look
too closely…and I kept rose shades on the lamps in
the reposing room and saw to it that there were no
bright lights in the chapel at the service.
* * *
“Advanced age, complicated by malnutrition,”
the doctor gave as the cause of Susan’s death ten
months later. I know better. Sue’s landlady told
me how she’d sit by the window, looking out as if
she sought to see something just beyond the range
of her vision, not crying, not speaking, not even
moving… just waiting.
When she was arranging for Dave’s funeral
she’d told me the whole story, and added, “Mr.
Burke, I hear Dave calling me. He didn’t have a
chance to kiss me goodnight when he - when he
went away - and in more than fifty years we’d never
gone to sleep without a goodnight kiss. I’m going
to him, Mr. Burke. Going just as soon as I can.
And when I do, I want you to make sure that this
red pocketbook goes into the grave with me. It’s a
dreadful thing, Mr. Burke. If Dave hadn’t given it
to me I wouldn’t have carried it to a dog fight; but
he did give it to me; he bought it with practically
his last cent, and when he put that quarter into
it he put in a lifetime of love and devotion along
with it. Promise me you’ll see it’s buried with me,
Mr. Burke.”
I gave her my promise. And I kept it.

Jerome is an old funeral director who has
told his tales to numerous generations of
Dodge Magazine readers.
Jerome Burke
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TEAMWORK IS ESSENTIAL
TO CONSISTENTLY PRODUCE THE BEST RESULTS

Proflow, Dodge’s premier pre and co-injection chemical, when used with Rectifiant
our water corrective chemical, provide you with the best potential for embalming success.
When used with one of Dodge’s top line arterial chemicals such as Chromatech Regular,
Proflow and Rectifiant are the team available.

Proflow
Catalog No.: 340040
Rectifiant
Catalog No.: 320010
Chromatech Regular
Catalog No.: 109001

For Professional
Embalming Use Only
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Dodge Technical Seminars
Las Vegas, Nevada
November 14 & 15, 2019
(Thursday & Friday)

Flamingo Hotel & Casino

Maui, Hawaii
February 3-5, 2020
(Monday - Wednesday)

Royal Lahaina Resort

Additional information is available on the Seminars tab
at shop.dodgeco.com.

